Measuring Impact of Traffic Parameters in Adaptive Signal Control through Microscopic Simulation
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Abstract—This paper aims to exploit the traffic parameters setting in adaptive traffic control. In this study, it is known as Dynamic Timing Optimiser (DTO). DTO is an online algorithm, uses real-time optimisation in estimating cycle length according to fluctuations arrival flow registered from the detector. DTO cycle time estimation is also incorporated with preset parameters including saturation flow rate (s) and lost time (L). However, these traffic flow parameters commonly inputted as one deterministic value which adopted for the whole day. For example, presumed constant of saturation flow rate (s) do not accurately represent an actual oversaturated condition. The effects of employing inaccurate saturation flow rate (s) lead to the underestimation of cycle length. Therefore, a set of parameters value is applied and tested encompass of default value and adjusted value that implied a heaviest traffic condition through microscopic simulation. This resulted in outcomes of intersection performance in terms of intersection delay, travel time and throughput. According to simulation result, saturation flow rate (s) parameters show a great influence in cycle length optimisation compared to lost time (L) parameter. Employing a realistic saturation flow rate (s) while inputting parameters in DTO according to real traffic conditions contribute to a less intersection delay. In addition, the study revealed that a longer lost time (L) configured in the signal system, a longer cycle length generated by DTO algorithm. As predicted, high delay occurs during long cycle length yet benefited in allowing a higher throughput.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Dynamic Timing Optimiser (DTO) cycle length model has been developed to produce an optimal cycle length in real-time traffic condition. DTO is an adaptive signal control system implemented in Malaysia mainly in Kuala Lumpur City Centre. During installation of DTO, two traffic parameters setting were identified in DTO cycle length model; saturation flow rate (s) and lost time (L).

Saturation flow rate (s) is defined as vehicle queue discharge at a more or less constant rate during effective green [1]. Saturation flow rate (s) can be measured from site by collecting similar vehicle headway after four of five vehicles depart from stop line, or about 10 seconds after the start of green period [2]. Calculation of saturation flow rate (s) can be measured by averaging saturation headway (h) in the field as summarised in Eq. 1 [3].

\[ s = \frac{3,600}{h} \]

Where \( s \) = saturation flow rate, 3,600 = number of seconds per hour and \( h \) = saturation headway.

Generally, vehicle headway is varying according to site condition, including speed limit, gradient of the intersection and number of through lanes [4]. A reduced saturation flow rate resulted a longer cycle length [5]. For the cycle length estimation in fixed time control, Highway Capacity Manual has suggested a standard saturation flow rate is fixed to 1,900 pcu/hour/lane [6].

Another traffic parameters involved in optimising cycle length by DTO is a lost time (L) in regards to the total of signal phasing. The estimation of lost time (L) is crucial in determining optimal cycle length. Lost time estimation methods that has been distinguished by USA, Japan, Germany and Australia is equal to the sum of the intergreen times \( I \) [7]. An increasing of lost time may effects on the increasing of optimal cycle length, and as a consequences, the intersection delay increases [8].

The traffic parameters in DTO is structured to be configured as one deterministic value which adopted for the whole day without differentiate off-peak and highest peak condition. Engineers are typically inputted an average value to applied during all day. As explained on above, saturation flow rate (s) presumed constant do not accurately represent an actual oversaturated condition. In addition, a small variation of lost time may lead to inaccurate calculation of cycle length [9]. Therefore, saturation flow rate need to be calibrated particularly when demand reached the capacity [10].

This study is intended to examine a scenario if the parameters can be adjusted according to the peak condition instead of using a default value. The scenarios are basically exploiting the value of 1) saturation flow rate of 1,714 pcu/hr/ln and 2,250 pcu/hr/ln 2) lost time of 16s, 24s and 36s. The evaluation was conducted using vehicle flow obtained from detector, signal timing generated from DTO traffic engine and travel time collected from site survey. This research is expected to serve future reference on relationship of parameters in cycle length model theory especially when adopted in real-time calculation of adaptive signal control.
This paper is organised as follows. “Background” introduces on the concept of optimal cycle length and DTO adaptive control. “Methodology” briefed on the study area along with the data collection, DTO parameters configuration and microsimulation modelling process. Findings and result are presented in “Result and Discussion”. Finally, “Conclusion” conclude this research study with future works explained.

II. BACKGROUND

Signalised intersection acquired a probabilistic calculation of cycle length. Since the beginning, there are a few cycle lengths models that are adopted in controlling the movement of vehicular traffic at intersection, for example Webster method and HCM 2000 model. Webster method estimates the green time of the phases is in the ratio of their flow ratio [11]. This can be shown in the Equation 2.

\[ C_0 = \frac{1.5L+5}{1-Y} \]  

Where \( C_0 \) = optimal minimum delay cycle length (s); \( L \) = total lost time within the cycle (s); and \( Y \) = sum of critical phase flow ratios.

In the Highway Capacity Manual 2000 document, estimation of cycle length is available in Appendix A, Chapter 10 [12].

\[ C = \frac{L}{1-\min\{CS,RS\}} \]

Where \( C \) = cycle length (s); \( L \) = total lost time (s/cycle); \( CS \) = sum of the critical phase traffic volumes (veh/hr); \( RS \) = reference sum flow rate (veh/hr); \( PHF \) = peak hour factor; \( s \) = saturation flow rate and \( fa \) = area type of adjustment factor [0.90 if central business district and 1.0 for otherwise].

Even though the above model have been widely used at isolated pre-timed signalised intersection, they have some limitations when implemented for cycle length estimation. For example, Webster method is not applicable when the traffic condition is near-saturated or saturated condition. When the critical flow ratio is equal or more than one, the model becomes infeasible where it generates unreasonable large cycle length [13]. Whereas the HCM 2000 model is targeting on the expected saturation in generating their cycle length which may contributing to the augmented value [14]. Webster method is efficient use at under saturated condition and HCM 2000 model is suitable at oversaturated condition [15]. Both model were developed to suit pre-timed signal operation where the traffic pattern is well distinguish between peak hour and off peak condition.

As time and technology emerged, an adaptive traffic control has been introduced to overcome the limitations of pre-timed control. Adaptive control offered an independent strategy in calculating their signal timings according to actual traffic demand. Sena Traffic Systems Sdn Bhd (STS), a local made company in Malaysia has took the challenge in developing own adaptive signal algorithm known as Dynamic Timing Optimiser (DTO). The purpose of DTO is targeted to minimize wasting green and delay time as well as to increase capacity of the intersection. DTO signal control requires detector to detect vehicle passage/presence to register presence of vehicles after the termination of green in estimating next cycle green time.

In the beginning of DTO signal timing process, the real-time vehicle detection at site is transmitted to the controller. The information received by the controller is subsequently directed to a server by using a wired or wireless communication. After that, DTO algorithm performed a traffic data processing by considering dependant variables such as peak hour factor and congestion index. DTO are then doing customisation of the timing according to the algorithm decision branches that has been developed according to traffic conditions.

DTO cycle length model has incorporated a traffic parameters similar with Webster and HCM model such as saturation flow rate (s) and lost time (L). This traffic parameters are configured offline during pre-installation and applied throughout the day. This traffic parameters are essential for DTO traffic engine in providing most accurate signal timing according to the situation on site. Fig. 1 demonstrates the summary of DTO optimisation process as explained above.

![Fig. 1. Flowchart of DTO Optimisation Process.](image)

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Description of Study Area

A signalised four-legged intersection has been selected as a case study to achieve the research aim. This intersection is on the four-lane dual carriageway on Jalan Jalil Perkasa 1, Kuala Lumpur. Most of the traffic traverse this sub-arterial road going towards and from KL city centre. Fig. 2 is a map showing the location of the study intersection and peak hour traffic condition.

B. Field Data Collection

Traffic volume, intersection geometry, queue length data and travel time data were obtained on typical weekday. A morning peak traffic condition were chosen as study duration as to simulate a high traffic condition. These data were used to calibrate the simulation models.
• Traffic Volume

Traffic volume from detector at stop line were obtained through STS control centre software. Highest traffic volume during morning peak between 7.00am to 10.00am has been identified. While turning movement volume and vehicle composition were collected during manual count survey. Table I tabulates the traffic volume on 8.00am to 9.00am. It is noted the traffic composition during morning peak hour dominated by car (98.2%), medium lorries (1.3%) and busses (0.5%).

• Intersection Geometry

The geometric data were extracted from Google Earth and validated by field measurement. The entry approach lane width and short lane length were identified. Fig. 3 show the existing layout of the intersection.

• Queue Length and Travel Time

The maximum queue was identified based on speed profile particularly at southbound approach. The selection of this direction is due to the high traffic volume from this approach. The vehicle is consider in a queue state when the speed is below than 10km/hr. While travel time survey was estimated using floating car technique in a test vehicle. This survey is conducted by traverse from start at end point of the defined segment from southbound approach. Travel time within segment was determined based on the average of seven runs of a floating car. Fig. 4 shows a typical identified queue length based on speed profile.
C. DTO Parameters Impact

DTO parameters effect towards intersection performance was investigated by employing different value of saturation flow rate (s), lost time (L) and number of stages (n). As part of the simulation test, a value of 2,250 saturation flow rate is adopted by using a vehicle headway of 1.6s to interpret more aggressiveness of the driver on site during rush hour. This value is obtained from averaging of vehicle headway after four or five vehicles depart from stop line at site. In current configuration, the vehicle headway of 2.1s is adopted for all peak periods.

The intergreen value of existing configuration consist of 2s of amber and 2s of all-red. For the simulation test, a value of 4s amber and 2s that sum up to 6s intergreen is adopted. A longer of intergreen allow vehicle at a distance longer stopping distance allow vehicle to stop comfortably. As mentioned in previous chapter, intergreen value is directed impact of lost time in DTO cycle time calculation.

Besides of DTO parameters abovementioned, the number of signal phasing configuration is impacted on total lost time. The more signal phasing, the higher of total lost time in one cycle. To investigate lost time parameters interaction, existing signal phasing from four stages is configured to be 6 stages. As the number of stages are critical in specifying total lost time, splitting right turn movement and through movement in separate exclusive phase is needed. This overlapping phase is implemented at northbound-southbound (through movement) and eastbound-westbound (right turn) approach. Fig. 5 shows the phase diagram of 6 stages and adjusted value of intergreen time and saturation flow rate.

D. Microsimulation Modelling

- Model Development

The existing four-legged intersection were modelled based on the heaviest peak traffic condition. The Bing Maps available in the VISSIM were used as a background over which the road links and connectors were drawn. Traffic demands and vehicle routing were inputted in the VISSIM. A data collection points, travel time segment and node were defined in the VISSIM.

- Model Calibration

Model calibration is a process of adjusting microsimulation parameters included of driver behaviour characteristic to represent field conditions [16]. According to Wisconsin Department of Transportation (WisDOT), Wiedemenn 74 car following model is preferred to use at urban arterial road [17]. A lower roadway capacity in VISSIM resulted by using higher values of average standstill, additive part of safety distance and multiplicative part of safety distance.

- Model Validation

Validation can be defined as a process to determine the accuracy representation of the model with site condition. A quantitative comparison simulation model output and field observed output can be measure by using a statistical validation [18]. For this study, Root Mean Squared Percentage Error (RMSPE) is applied to penalize large error at higher rate [19]. Statistical measure of RMSPE can be expressed as below.

\[
\text{RMSPE} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( \frac{M_i - O_i}{O_i} \right)^2}
\]

Where \(N\) = number of samples, \(M\) = modeled value, \(O\) = observed value.

Output from link volume at stop line and travel time at identified segment were compared with field data. The model is considered validated if the RMSPE value is less than 5% [20].

- Simulation Run Design

The simulation run need to meet a purpose of evaluating DTO cycle length model off using a different DTO parameters value compared to based value from existing junction configuration. Therefore, six (6) scenarios were designed and summarised in Table II. All the simulation runs of each with a different random seed number were performed for 4500 simulation seconds. This simulation period included of 15-minutes warming up simulation period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Sat. Flow Rate, s</th>
<th>Intergreen, t</th>
<th>No. of Stage, n</th>
<th>Total Lost Time, L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Base Model</td>
<td>1,714</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2,250</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1,714</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2,250</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1,714</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2,250</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IV. RESULTS

A. Validation Result

In this study, a validation process involved with comparing modeled and field data in terms of throughput, travel time and maximum queue length. Throughput at each link approach were compared and presented in Fig. 6. Based on the result, the RMSPE is recorded at 0.044 which is less than threshold value. This signifies that the model is replicating site condition in terms of intersection throughput.

As mentioned on previous chapter, travel time and queue length from simulation were compared to the field survey data for validation purposes. The model considers well calibrated if the percentage of difference is less than 10% [21]. Table III tabulates field and simulation result.

B. Intersection Performance

At the end of cycle two, DTO proposed a new cycle length according to the arrival flow at stop line and parameters that has been described on previous chapter. Overall, five (5) alternative scenario of 4,500 seconds were carried out and optimal cycle length generated is shown in Fig. 7. Base model (BM) represented cycle length generated according to current configuration while SC represented an alternative scenario as described in Table II.

Based on the result, Scenario 3, Scenario 4 and Scenario 5 generate large cycle as the number of stage is increase to 6. More number of stages contributed to the high value of lost time. Meanwhile, Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 generates optimal cycle much similar with the existing configuration scenario.

Performance of the intersection were then evaluated in terms of average delay, travel time and throughput. Fig. 8 demonstrate the intersection performance by comparing of average delay and travel time. Scenario 1 and 2 were configured in a same signal phasing (n=4) while Scenario 3, 4 and 5 were run in six (6) signal phasing. Based on the result, Scenario 1,3 and 5 experience less delay compared to the Scenario 2 and Scenario 5 which use an existing parameters value (s = 1,714 veh/hr/ln). Scenario 1, 3 and 5 use a higher value of saturation flow rate (s) to indicates the close headway between vehicle during saturated conditions (s = 2,250 veh/hr/ln).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Data Obtained</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Travel Time (s)</td>
<td>Field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Queue Length (m)</td>
<td>280.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>522.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Actual vs Simulated Link Volume Counts](image1)

Fig. 6. Optimal Cycle Length Generated by DTO.

![Optimal Cycle Generated during Peak Period](image2)

Fig. 7. DTO Optimal Cycle Result.
Meanwhile, Scenario 1 has shown a shorten travel time and control delay compared to other scenario included the base model. Scenario 4 experienced a larger delay while Scenario 2 experienced a longer travel time. Both scenario were used a saturation flow rate of 1,714 veh/hr/ln with different signal phasing.

Considering the variability of delay, throughput and average queue length obtained from this study, reliable parameters in DTO should be selected to improve LOS of signalized intersections at study site. It should be noted as HCM highlighted that, the mean control delay is the primary performance measure for signalized intersection. Therefore, Scenario 1 has shown a significant impact to the intersection performance by inputting an appropriate saturation flow rate (s).

Table IV present the maximum throughput, maximum queue length and level of service of each approaches.

Based on the result tabulated in Table IV, Scenario 5 recorded a highest vehicle throughput followed by Scenario 1. Scenario 5 used a highest saturation flow rate (s) and lost time (L) in generating optimal cycle length. This parameter has impacted on generating a longer cycle length in which to allow more vehicle to cross the intersection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Approach Delay</th>
<th>Approach LOS</th>
<th>Approach Maximum Throughput</th>
<th>Average Queue Length (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northbound</td>
<td>69.62</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>686</td>
<td>86.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastbound</td>
<td>130.77</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>105.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westbound</td>
<td>84.17</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>883</td>
<td>94.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southbound</td>
<td>136.19</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1,089</td>
<td>438.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td>3,143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northbound</td>
<td>102.87</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>686</td>
<td>82.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastbound</td>
<td>136.63</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>497</td>
<td>129.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westbound</td>
<td>99.12</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>904</td>
<td>91.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southbound</td>
<td>144.77</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>999</td>
<td>434.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td>3,086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northbound</td>
<td>73.74</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>689</td>
<td>84.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastbound</td>
<td>82.23</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>496</td>
<td>91.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westbound</td>
<td>97.48</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>879</td>
<td>80.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southbound</td>
<td>177.05</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1,050</td>
<td>436.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td>3,114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northbound</td>
<td>78.4</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>689</td>
<td>78.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastbound</td>
<td>97.64</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>93.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westbound</td>
<td>123.93</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>839</td>
<td>130.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southbound</td>
<td>160.11</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1,100</td>
<td>438.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td>3,116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northbound</td>
<td>84.95</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>696</td>
<td>78.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastbound</td>
<td>107.01</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>105.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westbound</td>
<td>78.88</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>908</td>
<td>109.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southbound</td>
<td>153.61</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1,102</td>
<td>441.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td>3,196</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Result shown in the table indicates that most of the approach in every scenario performing at LOS F. This is evident by the long queues and higher delay at most approach.

V. DISCUSSION

This study demonstrates an impact of the traffic parameters in adaptive signal control strategies as known as DTO. Two (2) parameters were introduced during pre-installation of DTO to enhance a cycle length decision.

- Employing a realistic saturation flow rate (s) while inputting parameters in DTO according to real traffic conditions contribute to a better intersection performance. Currently, DTO required one value of saturation flow rate (s) which applied during all peaks (Scenario 1).

- An appropriate saturation flow rate (s) value with extra lost time may contribute for a better intersection performance during peak period (Scenario 3 and 5).

- The intersection performance may not achieve best result if the saturation flow rate (s) were not configured higher to interpret a heavy traffic condition while more signal phasing and intergreen were configured (Scenario 4 and Scenario 2).

- Total maximum throughput is obtained during longer cycle length as more vehicle allow to cross (Scenario 3, 4 and 5). However, longer cycle length impacted on higher delay at intersection as resulted from Scenario 2. This is because Scenario 2 was not interpreting a real vehicle headway where the configuration of saturation flow rate (s) is remained as constant.

VI. CONCLUSION

As explained in the introduction chapter, saturation flow rate (s) need to be calibrated particularly when demand reached the capacity. Based on the analysis that has been conducted, DTO optimal cycle length is effectively produced by employing a calibrated value of saturation flow rate (s). Further studies will evaluate DTO configuration to consider saturation flow rate (s) as a time-based instead of inputting an average deterministic value in the system. Since this study is part of the DTO ongoing research, integrating real-time data of vehicle headway from analytic camera is potentially to be part of future study.

This study also discover that optimal cycle length can be produced with the interaction of lost time (L) parameter and calibrated saturation flow rate (s). If the parameters only considered of lost time (L) parameter, a longer cycle length with highest delay is expected to be produced.
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